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A
Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging*

L.M. Novak and C.M. Netishen 93-27 269
MIT Lincoln Laboratory, P.O. Box 73, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-9108 11* 0||1*

"'Origlnal oontains color

plates: All DUIO rei oduot-

ABSTRACT Ions will be in black W stream GI aircraft. The radar antenna is housed in a specially
MIT Lincoln Laboratory is•'%,# Jating the detection and identifica- designed radome mounted beneath the aircraft. The radar
lion of stationary ground targets in high resolution, fully polarimetric, transmitter, dual-channel receiver, and digital recording
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery. This article (1) provides a equipment are all carried by the airplane.
brief description of the Lincoln Laboratory SAR, (2) describes an Since a principal objective of the Lincoln Laboratory
optimum polarimetric processing technique used to construct studies is to evaluate the benefits of fully polarimetric radar
minimum-speckle SAR intensity imagery, and (3) presents examples data for stationary-target detection and identification, polari-
of polarimetrically processed imagery. © 1993 John Wiley & Sons, zation purity is essential. To achieve polarization purity, a
Inc. special corrugated horn antenna with a Fresnel lens was

designed, providing very pure horizontally and vertically

1. INTRODUCTION polarized transmit waves. The radome was designed to mini-

The Lincoln Laboratory SAR is a fully polarimetric. 33-GHz mize cross coupling between the horizontal and vertical po-

synthetic aperture radar sensor II]. The polarimetric capabili- larizations. The radar transmits horizontal and vertical polari-

ty of the radar is used to enhance the quality of the imagery zations on alternate pulses; dual receiver channels measure

taken from a small aircraft; the synthetic aperture permits both returns simultaneously. Inertial velocity estimates com-

data to be processed to a resolution of I ft x 1 ft at a slant pensate foi aircraft motion between the horizontal and verti-

range of 7 km. The sensor was developed to provide a high- cal transmit pulses.

Squality database of clutter and target-in-cluter imagery, for An in-scene corner reflector calibration array comprised of

use in evaluating the performance of station iry-target detec- several high-quality trihedrals-and dihedrals oriented at 0.

tion, discrimination, and identification algorithms. 22.5, and 45°-is used for polarimetrically calibrating the

An example of the quality of imagery gathe-ed by the SAR imagery. The polarimetric calibration scheme is described in

is presented in Fig. 1. This synthetic aperture radar image of a ref. 2. During each flight, data are gathered and digitized in

golf course located near Stockbridge, NY, has undergone the real time with a 28-chanuc! Ampex recorder. The data are

optimum speckle-reduction processing described here. Figure then brought to the Lincoln Laboratory ground processing

2 shows a close-up photograph of the golf course; note the facility, where SAR image formation is performed. Special-

pond, flag pole, putting green, and line of four trees which are purpose, high-speed digital processing hardware is used to

visible in both Figs. I and 2. Because of its high resolution, construct the imagery and perfc.i-m the polarimetric cali-

the Lincoln Laboratory SAR can resolve individual trees and bration.

bushes, as well as the pond and the putting green shown in the A SAR is a radar that synthesizes a long aperture as an

image. Note the I ft x I ft resolution permits one to discern aircraft flies along its path. Thus a SAR can achieve cross-

very small objects such as the flag pole located in the center of range resolutions that could otherwise be attained only with a

the putting green. This image was obtained under clear long antenna. In SAR mode the Lincoln Laboratory radar has

weather conditions. However, the quality and resolution of I ft x I ft resolution. Range resolution is achieved by using

the SAR image would not be degraded in the presence of 6(X)-MHz bandwidth pulses. To achieve I ft azimuth res-

dense fog or thick cloud cover. Thus a SAR sensor has a olution, a synthetic aperture of approximately 150 m length is

significant advantage over optical sensors: the image quality is constructed by processing I s of data as the plane flies.

not dependent on weather conditions, and the sensor can be SAR processing can produce high-resolution images, but

used either during the day or at night. the process is subject to a considerable amount of speckle in

Figure 3 shows the Lincoln Laboratory SAR Sensor and the images because of the cohe-ent nature of the imaging

lists some of the system parameters. The SAR Sensor is an process. Noncoherent spatial averaging of high-resolution

airborne, instrumentation-quality radar carried on a Gulf- pixel intensities can be used to reduce image speckle. For
example, we have significantly reduced image speckle by
averaging 4 x 4 pixel clusters of single-polarimetric-channel

"This work was sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects intensity data into effective I-m x l-m resolution pixels. How-
Agency under Air Force Contract #Ft9628-94l-C4XK)2. ever, the speckle reduction was obtained at the cost of

degraded image resolution. A new technique described here,
Received I July t992ý revised manuscript received 3 November 1992 the polarimetric whitening filter (PWF), uses a polarimetric
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Figure 1. SAR image of a golf course in Stockbridge, NY (1 ft I 1 ft resolution). The sensor was flown at an altitude of 2 Km with a look-down
(depression) angle of 22.50, giving a slant range of 7 Km. PWF processing was used to produce this minimum speckle image. The radar is
located at the top of the image looking down, therefore, the radar shadows go toward the bottom of the page.

methud of speckle reduction that preserves image resolution model that characterizes fully polarimetric radar returns from
13.41. This tilter processes the complex (HH. HV. VV) data clutter. By using this polarimetric clutter model, we can
into full-resolution pixel intensities in a way that minimizes derive an algorithm that shows how fully polarimetric data can
SAR image speckle. This method is based on a mathematical be combined into minimum-speckle imagery.

Figure 2. Optical photograph of one side of the golf course. This photograph was taken on November 1991. Some visible features in the
photograph are the flag pole in the center of the putting green, the open area pond, and the four large trees adjacent to the pond.

Vol. 4.306-318 (19•2) 307



Figure 3. The advanced detection technology sensor (right). The sensor platform is a Gulfstream G1 aircraft shown in flight (left). The ADTS
radome, located at the bottom of the aircraft, was built by the Loral Corporation. System features: SARRAR operation; coherent and fully
polarimetric. System parameters: frequency, 33 GHz; resolution (SAR), 1 ft x I ft; beamwidth, 2°; polarization isolation. 30 dB; sensitivity (SAR
Mode), S N 10 dB for; (7 km Range), or = -30 dB m 2.

II. POLARIMETRIC CLUTTER MODEL where

We use a non-Gaussian "'product" model to characterize the
polarimetric return from ground clutter. Note that with a HEIHVI-l L(vV,.T -(~tI) E(HH) c -,c- Y ý ,-
Gaussian model, each pixel of clutter in a spatially homoge- lil E EIthI5 EIHHL')
neous region of an image has the same average polarimctric E(HH VV*)
power. A number of authors have stated that it is more and p = ---- )-- V), 5)
realistic to assume that ground clutter and sea clutter, for 11:1 lHnD E(IVVL )

example, are spatially nonhomogeneous. A non-Gaussian The assumption that HV is uncorrelated with HH and VV ismodel consistent with this more realistic assumption has been not always true (especially for man-made targets or for a
proposed 15-71. and, in fact, the Gaussian model is actually a oss
special case of the non-Gaussian model.channelsl; hok-speiasscase of the n-auan modsuremen. veever, we have found this assumption is valid for naturalWe assume that the radar measurement vector Y consists ground elutter.
of three complex elements: HH. HV. and VV. Therefore. grudcte.We model the product multiplier g as a gamma-distributed

uHH HH, + jHHQ, random variable. This assumption is not universal; the log-

HV= HV, + jHVk, (I) normal and Weibull models are also widely used. But if we

VV VV, + jVVQ, assume that the gamma distribution is reasonable, the PDF of
the product multiplier g is specified by

where HH , and HH .,. for example, are the in-phase and t! , ''I
quadrature components of the complex HH measurement. V f.1 g) = g ep( -)(61
is assumed to be the product of a complex Gaussian vector X
(representing the speckle) and a spatially varying texturevariable ý,_. That is, where the parameters /•and t, are related Ito the mean and

variance of the random variable g:

v = ,/x. (2)V = V-X . 2)E(g) = g,@

The vector X is assumed to be circular complex Gaussian E(g) = gv(v + 1) (7)
with a joint probability density function (PDF) of the form:

I With the assumption that g is gamma distributed, the PDF of
fix) = 7 exp(-X-1 'X) (3) the resulting vector Y = V-X is the modified Bessel function.

or generalized K-distribution 151.
where I = (XX') is the polarization covariance matrix. The ' ': 1 y
vector X is zero mean {E(X) = 0). The covariance matrix that 2 K, J(2\ ' -)-
we use for clutter data takes the following form (in a linear- f(Y) = I-'gl( )- (z" Y ) _' (8)
polarization basis): ( ..

/ 1 0 p V,5 If we set k = (I Iv) so that the mean of the texture variable
1 0 f I (4) is unity, then in the limit as P this model reduces to the

\p*vj7 0) v Gaussian model.

30 Vol. 4.3056-318 (1t92)
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Ill. MINIMUM-SPECKLE SAR IMAGE PROCESSING
In this section we consider how to process the three complex _, " ) - 1 I1,
measurements-HJ-, HV. and VV (i.e., the vector Y)-into
pixel intensity in a way that minimizes speckle. The clutter U.sing a Lagrange multiplier, 13, we minimize the uncon-
product model is used to derive the optimal method of strained tunctional
polarimetric speckle reduction. whiJ+ can he interpreted as a
PWF. Then the amount of speckle reduction that can be J1 A) - A" ) ( (I A ( 17)
achieved by using the PWF is determined theoretically. - , "I

The measure of speckle we use is the ratio of the standard
deviation of the image pixel intensities to thel mcan of the Taking partial derivatie, with respect to A \ield,
intensities (sim): oPA)

S st. dev.( y) (9) dA , - 2 "#
to mean(yv) 9

Thus we find that

where the random variable v denotes pixel intensity. Given
the measurements 11H. HV. and VV, we wish to construct an _3 t A A 19)
image from the quadratic A h A, ,a

yYAY=gX AX l11) ,

which implies that

where A is a weighting matrix that is assumed to be Hermitian
symmetric and positive definite, thus keeping y positive. To A, A. - A, ilt
find the optimal weighting matrix A* (i.e.. the one that results
in an ima-e whose pixel intensities have the minimum possible is a minimizing solution. The optimal weighting matrix A* is
sUm), we use the following results from Ref. 8: the one that causes the eigenvalues to •-A to all be equal.

Therefore, a minimizing solution is

E(X AX)=tr(. -A) A, (A') . : (21)

ARtr .A = A (12) The solution derived above is equivalent to applying a whiten-
VAR(X AX) ,tr( - ing filter to the polarimetric vector Y before forming the

where E is the expected value. r is the trace. VAR is the image (see Fig. 4). In the w.vhitening process. the vector Y iswher E s te epectd vlue tris he tace VA isthe passed through the filter • to obtain

variance, and A,. A•, and A, are the eigenvalues of the matrix

. A. Combining Eqs (7) through (12) yields w ý t: / I X- (22)

s _,
2  +AXAX AThe elements of W are complex random variables with equal

Sto E(y) E3(g) E"(X AX) -(g) expected power. The covariance of W is a scaled identity

(13) matrix; thus W is said to be white. As shown in Fig. 4, the

A, 2 optimal solution to the polarimetric speck le-reduction prob-
, + 1 +1 lem is simply to noncoherently sum the powers in the ele-

V merits of W:

" Y = W*W .(23)

Note in Eq. (13) that t is a constant. Therefore, minimizing hence the name polarimetric whitening flter (PWF).
s/rn is equivalent to minimizing [he process shown in Fig. 4 can also be interpreted as a

change of polarimetric basis from a linear polarization basis
(ttt1, HlV, VV) to a new basis given by

(14)

[j HH V (VV-p~v-yHi) 1.(24)
If A, such that A' = (A1, A_. A•l is a minimizing solution of
(14), then so is a?., where a is a real scalar. Therefore, we In this new basis, the three polarimetric channels are uncorre-
can minimize (14) by minimizing its numerator lated and have equal expected power. Thus the optimal way

to reduce speckle polarimetrically is to sum the powers non-
( , A1) coherently in these three polarimetric channels.

,(15) We have shown that the PWF algorithm processes the
polarimetric measurement vector V in a way that minimizes

with the following constraint on its denominator SAR image speckle. Furthermore, the PWF is the maximum-

Vol. 4. 106-318 (1992) 30



POLARIMETRIC WHITENING FILTER clutter "sith a spatial log standard deiation ot 3 dB, the it
ratio ol single-channel data is 1.45 times larger than that of
PWF data. In the next section, these theoretical predictions

SIMPLE INTERPRETATION HH will be compared waith mactsurements niade on actual data

rHH HV IV. SPECKLE REDUCTION RESULTS
Y=JJ W= In tile preceding section. Ac determined that the optimtum

-J WHTNG"VV- p"'5 ylHH polarimetric processing for specklc reduction is the Ii" F. and"FILTER NIN we derived formulas to calculate the amount of speckle
reduction achiceable by using the PWkF. In this section `aeUNCORRELATIED IMAGES

show typical imag,,-ry gathered by the Lincoln laboratorN
SAR and visually compare single-polarimetric-channel ima-

PWF IMAGE gery with PWF-processed imager then ssc use actual clutter

2 data to calculate typical polarization cosariances of trees.y= Hl+IV12+ VV -. p ,Fy-HH grass, mixed scrub, and shadowks: fhnall,. ,at appl.\ P\\1:
V- -p vH processing to these clutter data and compare the actual

amount of speckle reduction with theoretical predictions

Figure 4. Minimum-speckle image processing. Y is a complex based upon previously derived formulas [Eqs. (25) and (26)j.
vector containing the three linear-polarization measurements. Using
the whitening filter gives a new polarization basis W. In this basis the A. Typical SAR Imagery. Figure 5 shows another SAR
three elements are uncorrelated and have equal expected power. image of the golf course-this image %A as constructed by first
The PWF image, y. is the noncoherent sum of the uncorrelated reducing speckle polarimetrically (using PWF processing while
images, preserving the I It x I ft resolution) and then using noncoher-

ent spatial averaging of the I ft x I ft PWF pixel intensities
likelihood estimate (MLE) of the spatial multiplier g. The into effective I m x I In resolution pixels. The area of tile
NMLE can also be shown to be an unbiased, minimum-variance image shown in Fig. 5 is approximatcls SWt x 5Wt m. Clearly
estimator ofg (i.e.. it achieves the (ramer-Rao lower bound) visible in the SAR image are the pond ,el several set', of

(see Appendix 1). trees, as well as the putting green located next to the fairway.
Next we theoretically determine the amount of speckle and a larger set of trees located below the golf course. Figure

reduction that can be achieved by using the PWF. Althonuh b shows an aerial photograph of the golf course that "ias
the PWF solution is independent of the PDF of the spi!ial imaged bv the Lincoln Lab SAR sensor. Note that. although
multiplier g in the product model, the resulting s.i'm ratio after the aerial photograph gives an excellent image of the golf
specklc reduction does depend upon ]',( g). Thus, the sm for course under conditions of good visibility, only the SAR
the PWF is image would be unaffccted by such phenomena as rain. cloud

cover, or tog.
l 1) (25)l Figtire 7 displays ,a SAR image of a highway overpass scene

"I 3 (251 ( I ft x 1 ft resolution). Clearly visible in the SAR image are
the guardrails on each side of the overpass and the high

and the sn for a single-polarimetrie-c~hannel hIH image is energy returns due to the columns directly beneath the over-

pass. Figure 8 shows an optical photograph of the highway
m =I - \- ( I + 1 (26) overpass and we can see these supporting structures. We

1,' V V' theorize that the road beneath the overpass and the cylindrical

The v parameter of the gamma multiplier appears in Eqs. concrete pillars create a top-hat reflector: multipath returns
(25) and (26) because the sim includes fluctuations in the from these top-hat reflectors appear in the SAR Image as

texture variable g. For an idead speckle-frce image. in fact. bright returns, displaced in range (Fig. 7).

fluctuations in the terrain reflectivity across the image arc still
present, thus, its sim is given by B. Comparison of HH and PWF Imagery. Figure 9 displays

a SAR image (11H polarization) of the powerline tower scene

( I m x I m resolution). Clearly visible in the upper and lower
S (27) portions of the image are two regions of trees separated by a

narrow strip of coarse scrub. Also visible in the image. though
The v parameter is closely related to the log standard somewhat faint, are four powerline towers positioned in the

deviation ((r( in dB) of the texture component of the clutter, scrub region (one pair of towers in the upper left of the image
This relation is derived in Appendix 2, and values of the v and one pair in the lower right).
parameter for clutter regions that have r,. of I dB to 3 dB are Figure 1(0 shows the corresponding PWF processed image
tabulated. By using Eqs. (25) and (26) and the results given in of the powerline tower scene. Note that in the PWF processed
Appendix 2, we can calculate the reduction in the standard- image, the powerline towers have much greater intensity than
deviation-to-mean ratio achieved with the PWF (relative to a they had in the single polarimetric channel 1lH image (Fig.
single-polarimetric-channel image). For clutter with a spatial 9). In Fig. 11. we give a graphical example of how the
log standard deviation of I dB. the sirm ratio of single-channel powerline tower and scrub clutter distributions are changed by
data is 1.66 times larger than the sine ratio of PWF data. For polarimetric processing. In particular. we show histograms of

310 Vol 4. 306-31t (1992)



Figure 5. SAR image of the golf course scene (1 m ^1 T, resolution) corresponding to the aerial photograph shown in Figure 6. This image
was formed by first applying PWF processing to the 1 ft coherent data, then spoiling (4 x 4 noncoherent averaging) to an effective 1 m
resolution.

Figure 6. Aerial photograph of the golf course in Figure 5. This photograph was taken in the spring of 1989. Note that, unlike radar imagery.
aerial photography of this quality can only be taken under clear weather conditions.

Vol. 4, -346-318 (1992) 311



Figure 7. SAR image of a highway overpass (1 ft x 1 ft resolution). This image taken from a stripmap containing Highway US 90 in New York,
shows the detail obtained from PWF processing; note the guard rails along both sides of the overpass.

data in the powerline tower region and in the scrub region for ed target shadow are easil% discerned- Figure 12 ,,hoxs a

the H11 polarization image and for the PWF processed image. 1 ft x 1 ft resolution image of the powerline tower and its
Clearly, the histograms for the PWF-processed data exhibit shadow projected onto the ground. Notice the intricate
much less intensity variation than do the histograms for the shadow structure in the area below the tower in this image.
HH polarized data. In addition, since the PWF greatly re- and the corresponding physical structure ot the actual to\ier
duces speckle in the scrub region. the features of the project- as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 8. Optical photograph of one side of the highway overpass (this photograph was taken in November 1991). Note the placement of the
cylindrical support structures which form top-hat reflectors with the road.

312 Vol. 4. 34U,-318 (1992)
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Figure 9. HH SAR image of the powertine towers in a coarse scrub region. (1 m 1 m resolution). Two pairs of powertine towers are visible in
the scene, with one pair positioned at either end of the narrow strip of coarse scrub running diagonally through the image.

t

Figure 10. PWF SAR image of the powerline towers (1 m x 1 m resolution). Note that the towers have much greater intensity than they have in
the HH image shown in Figure 9.

Vol, 4. 306-319 (19q2) 313



PIXEL INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS
POWERLINE TOWER AREA

1 It x lIft RESOLUTION

0.06

8 scaUB POWERLINE
0 0 CLUTTER TOWER$

0.02-

000..*.,
-40 -M -20 .10 0 10 20

Figure 11. Histograms of powerline lower data (1 ft1 1 ft res-
olution) anld scrub clutter data for single-channel HH image (solid
curves) and for PWF processed image (dashed curves)

Figure 13. Photograph of the powerline tower whose SAR signa-
ture and shadow were shown in Figure 12

C. Polarization-Covariance Calculations. I he ~it~i usedl in
this experiment %%ere collected near Stiickbridge. NN In the
spring oif 1989 The scrub reegion loCalted In the XIunrIt ofJ the
powerhine to'A ers (Fig. t0) %~as used as\ one of iiur typical
clutter backg~rounds -we calculated it, piuliri/mioiii
Coxrariance, . , to be

014 t jt - .- --DAM)~ --t l)ll!110 - 1110111il ii iS

Note that the polarization covariancc for scrub clutter mlas be
approximated (quite aecuratelN) bý the ge neral tormn de-
scribed previouslyI JEqs_ (4) and (5)),

Next we evaluated the polarization cos ariances iii tree.
grass. and shadow regions. For each region. we estimated the
clutter polarization covariance parameters (r,,,,. f. Y, and p a's
defined in Eq. (.S): these estimates are given in Table 1.
Although the quantity p in Table I is complex, we find for
natural ground clutter that the imaginary part is ncgligibt,,
small.

Figure 12. SAR image of a single powerfine tower and its shadow The polarization-covariance parameters of manimade
projected onto the ground. Visible in the tower portion of the shadow targets, are quite different from those ot trees, grass. and other
is the outline of the upper support structure of the tower, including the tyVes of clutter. For convenicenc, we considered the pow%-
insulators. crlIme towers shown in Figs. 9 and Ill ito be our hypothetical
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IIdutu. undt itt the PWI- dutuý 1 he sin ratios Oft Clutter data thre extra et~imputititn tequired for .idaiptitk Ilk% I fcýIl
tzix en in I able 11 sho%% lowier--n unit btter -- number' Itor the Is not %\a rratited

P~k protcessed dutu.
Fhc sitigle-po~lurinmetrie-ehuitnne tom rutios gisen tin [uble F. Polarimetric Averaging Versus Spatial Averaging. A

I I cul tibe useid to compute thle rito staundu nI-dc% iault itt -toi-F neur icitt it tneii eurl ier . specke Ica fuim e red liii d b~ - tie ot-here it
rutil iitr each clutter region. F q. 2hi 261 iau use]ill vtt etaltue sputiaul aseragittg. hr spoiling, lit the high-resitlutitin SAR
the approxi mute iv for euch region, unit Eq . (2 f~ t as us I ed to 1 ittte nsiIt d~itald hitmiex t.iii tttcohere iit sput ial userini! itgite-
predict the s ?t ot the MATF duatau. "luble Il l compure' the 2rudes, imu cc resoitliton11. I he Ii t staunitard des iaut it (11 1t It
theoiret icat preidict ioins wit ah the act ual measu red u I lies. Thie andl I iii PWVI [ ila a ure clcik .l supernio ti titttlie It ist anrid ui
aicree enic bet si.emeni the t heoiir a tid tmeasure me nts is %crI desiu ton itt I it anil I tit singitilco iei-~ in daut a. as,

giiid-ittl-in 5'f in all euses. is shoswni b_% the result,, presented in [uble \TI
Al thoungh the v ni rut itos gis en in lu ble 11 cleu itl shows' t hut For grass regciton,,, P\\ dataiu at I ft resiolIution w.e re toea-

the P\VF reilnees SAR speckte. the moire Important queCstion suri to hit\ hu it log standurd de\ tution itt 2.01dti. At thle ,.uitle
Is wi.hether the clutter tog standard dosiaition has ut correspond- resotlutiton, the /Mi data we re mneusureid tit huve a lit: stundarit
Ing deerease. because the log standard des tution direetls dcx ution ot S.7 dBI urid the /it' data had u lotg, stuandard
affects tarcet-detection performance. Shown in Table IV ure Iviateiuttu tif 5.it idB. Thus poitlunimetric useruging improveit the
the log standard desiatitins cotmputed from the I-ft restilutiotn results user single-chunnel duta b% 2.7(113 . Nitnetherenith,
fll. HV. und VTl data. and the I ft PWI- data. [he PWFT spttiling the sitgigl-ehuntel data tto I ni resouttiitin ixe.. 4 4
reduees the log standurd desiution by approximately 2.01 to uveruging) redueed (r( by upprttxintutet 3.7 d113, 1 dBi better
2.7 dBi compared with single-ehurnnet I ft datut. than polurimetnieuvecrucing--bui image resolution ssus sue-

Table V. Standard de\ it ittots (till) itf PWI- \,. udapliseC PW I

Table 11. "i Rat its iii I I ft I it 4 clutiter data. datai

tll /it, ill MWI PIWI AI'WI

t rees I 51S) 1.69) 1.ý31 i. 10tree' 4. t3 4.144
Scrub I 43 1.27 1 381 (1,94 Scrub 31 90 ~ 3. 8(
(iraiss 1 12 lIlKi 1.16 0,07 Grass 2.9)7 29'7
Shadowi 0.)1 99 1)1 99 1.02 il H44 Shaidtt 2.18 2. 17
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Table V1. Standard deviations (dB) of I-ft and I-rn-resolution data. '. Thc coefficients k. and k, w'erc selected to minimize a

I-ft HH 1-ft PWF I-11 HH I-rn PWF mean-square-error cost function (see Appendix A ot Ret. 1I
for details).

Trres 5.7 4.1 30 2.0 Since Eq. (31) is a weighted ascrage of three correlated
rass 5.7 3.1) 2.1 1.3 images. one would not expect to achicc as much speckle

ShadowA 5. 2 2.8 1.7 1.4) reduction as that obtaincd by avcraging three independent

samples. Thc P-. I-. and (-hand intensit\ images produecd
riticed for the improvement. Spoiling the PWF data to I-m using Eq. (31) were combined using a weighlcd avcrage
resolution yielded the clutter log standard deviation of 1.3 dB, similar to Eq. (31). This final SAR intcnsit\ nmagc was
an (0.7 dB improvement over the I-m 11H data, and an (l.5-dB observed to have an amount of speckle reduction cquivalent
improvement over the I m Hi" data. Similar results were to that obtained by averaging six independent samples. Recall
obtained for tree clutter and for shadows. that the approach of Toma et al. 1131 provided an amount (f

speckle reductt, .- equivalent to that obtained by averaging
SUMMARY nine independent samples.
We investigated the polarimetric speckle reduction that is The reason for the difference in speckle reduction is that
achieved by using the polarimetric whitening filter (PWF); Lee, et al. used HH and ViV data. which are correlated. 'loma
this processing method reduces SAR image speckle without et al. used a whitening filter to produce nine uncorrelated
degrading the spatial resolution of the image. Results ob- (independent) samples.
tained with actual SAR data show that the PWF reduced In our studies, adaptive PWF processing provided a margi-
speckle-and it also significantly reduced clutter log standard nal improvement in speckle reduction (Table V shows these
deviation. At 1 ft x I ft resolution, the log standard deviation results). This is in agreement with the findings of Lee et al.
of clutter was reduced by approximately 2.5 dB relative to a and Toma et al. However. adaptive processing has been founJ
single polarimetric channel. Such an improvement in log to blur imagery. especially near sharp contrast edges 1X1
standard deviation has been shown to improve target detec- (nonadaptive PWF processing produces very clear imagery, as
tion performance I8. 91. PWF processing has also been shown is shown in this article. Also. adaptive PWF processing has
to significantly improve the performance of clutter segmenta- been shown to produce degraded target detection perform-

tion 1101 and texture discrimination algorithms [Ill. ancc compared with nonadaptive PWF processing [81.
Other researchers have applied PWF, adaptive PWF. and

other polarimCtric processing methods to multifrequency
polarimetric SAR data. A brief discussion of some of this APPENDIX 1: THE PWF AS AN ESTIMATOR
important research is given in the following paragraphs. In this appendix, we show that tot a given polarimetric

Toma et al. t131 developed a method for reducing speckle measurement vector V. the PWF is the maximum-likelihood
in SAR intensity imagery using multifrequency. fully estitnate (MLE) of the clutter tcyturc parameter g. We also
polarimetric SAR data; their method, which is a straight- show that the PWF is an unbiased, minimum-variance cs-
forward extension of the PWF. was applied to 4 m x 4 m timator (i.e.. it achieves the (iramer-kao lower bound) of the
resolution data gathered by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory texture parameter g.
(JPL) airborne SAR [141. The three complex polarimetric
measurements (1111. HV, and VV) simultaneously gathered at A. Maximum-Likelihood Estimate. In MLE. the parameter
P-. L-, and C'- hands were combined into a 9-dimensional g is treated as if it were deterministic (nonrandoml but
neasurement vector: unknown, We seek the value of parameter g that makes the

observed vector Y most likely. If we denote the MLE of g for
Y' = (IHf,. HV,. VV,, fllf, . HV, , VV/ , HH, . HVI, . VV,) a given Y by g,,l, . then gt is implicitly defined by

(30)

Then a 9 x 9 whitening filter was applied to the complex data plY I g)',o = (32)
to obtain nine uncorrelated intensity images. Noncoherent d

averaging of these nine images produced a SAR intensity where p(Y I g) is the conditional probability density function
image having an amount of speckle reduction equivalent to (PDF) of the vector V given g. This conditional PDF is easy
that obtained by averaging nine independent samples. to evaluate since, given g, the vector V is complex Gaussian

Lee et al. 1151 also developed a method for reducing with mean 0 and covariance g:ý. Thus
speckle in SAR intensity imagery using multifrequency. fully
polarimetric SAR data; they also applied their method to JPL
SAR data. The method does not use the complex HH. HV. P(Y I g) ,.[,g exp(-Y'2 'Y/g) (33)

and VV data, but instead uses the polarimetric intensity data

(lHHI2 . IHV1", and IVV12) to achieve speckle reduction. For where p = the number of polarizations (HH. HV. and VV,
each single-frequency-band (P-, L-, and C-), a weighted thus p = 3 in our case). To obtain the MLE. we need to find
linear combination of the form the value of g for which p(Y I g) is maximum. Equivalently,

we can find the value of g for which log p(YI g) is maximum.
y = IHHi•-2 + k,IHVI2 + k,IVVI[ (31)

logp(y I g)10 -log(Ir"j1I) - p log g - y y 'Y/g.
was used to construct a reduced-speckle SAR intensity image, (34)
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Differentiating with respect togy yields VAR \AR( I X )1 (44)

- loglP(Y Ig)I=- + .- =
g g9 - VAR(X' X).

(35) 
p-

Evaluating the above, using Eq (12) yields the result
which is precisely the PWF solution.

VA R(g,.1 ý K -- ( 45 t
Cramer-Rao Bound. Next, we investigate the estimate g,,,, P
and determine (1) that the estimate is unbiased, and (2) that
the estimate achieves the Cramer-Rao lower bound on var- APPENDIX 2: RELATING (r, AND v
iance of the error (thus g,,, , is an efficient ostimate of the The log standard deviation of the texture ,ariable (denoted
texture parametc, g). (r, ) is defined to be

First we demonstrate that g,,,, is unbiased. From Eq. (35)
we have Ur = \/VAR( 10 log,, g) (dB) (46)

s I Y 'y = 1gXI 'X . (36) The relation between (r, and the shape parameter v ol the
P P gamma PDF can be described as

Taking the expectation with respect to X gives E( I ,, (log g)g ,xp( -' I( (47)

E ( gq u -) p g E ( X 'l 'X ) . (3 7 )

P From Ref. 12 [Eq. (4.352.1)1 we have

But Eq. (11) gives /(log g) 'I') ,) + log g (4X)

E(X'V 'X) =trRl 'E(XX')j (39) I f . ,xp
=tr( '1) =p. E(log g) I' f, (log g) 'g exp( dg.

I'( zig'4-I')

Thus we have verified that the MLE estimate, g\1z is
unbiased. That is. Ref. 12 IEq. (4.358.2)1 also gives

E(g5 1 IIE g .(39) E[(log g).'l = [,'P(I) + log g], + Z(2. ,,). (50)

Next ,e verify that g,,, satisfies the Cramer-Rao lower
Thusbound. which states that the variance of any unbiased esti-

mate, t must satisfy the inequality VAR(log g) = Z(2, 1,) (51)

-1
VAR(g) - I (40) and

IF, loglpMY I g) I
VAR( It log,1 g) V 1' 1 l g (4g 4),(2 g).

Citting the details of the derivation, one may easily show log It (52)
that

Og p 2 'y where from Ref. 12 [Eq. (9.521.1)1ag2 
Ioglp(Y [g)j= g:~ - (41)

v) (53)
Evaluating the expectation of the above, again using Eq. (11). ( ,, I (v + n)(

yields the result
Table VII lists the value of the gamma parameter as a

E I2 I lP function of the clutter standard deviation for some typical
E g- Iog p(Y I g) 1 = . (42) clutter standard deviations.

Thus the variance of any unbiased estimator of the texture Table VII. Gamma parameter (v) versus (r, (dB)
parameter g must satisfy the Cramer-Rao bound T(FV

10 19.3
VAR(g) - g (43) 1.5 8.9

P 2.0 5.2
Finally, we can verify that the unbi.,sed estimate g•,, 2.5 3.5
achieves the lower bound. 3.0 _ 2.o
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